Now at Summit Racing: Bosch Performance Gauges
Bosch's Performance line of aftermarket engine monitoring gauges offer the accuracy and
reliability of OE units, yet can be installed in practically any vehicle on the road.
Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) June 01, 2016 -- Professional mechanics know the Bosch name well—the company
is a parts supplier to several automotive manufacturers and offers OE-spec replacement parts like wiper blades,
fuel pumps, and starters. But what’s new is the Bosch Performance line of aftermarket gauges. The gauges offer
the accuracy and reliability of an OE unit, yet can be installed in practically any vehicle on the road.
Bosch makes a wide range of gauges, from tachometers and voltmeters to fuel level, oil pressure, and water
temperature gauges.
There are five distinct styles of Bosch Performance Gauges:
Bosch’s Sport Line is all business, with bold, easy-to-read faces and super-fast needle response. The Sport Line
tachometers feature large dials and read up to 10,000 RPM. The tachometers can also be had with a built-in
shift light. These gauges are an aesthetic match for modem interiors and dedicated race cars.
With sleek black bezels and dial faces, Custom Line gauges are an excellent way to supplement a vehicle’s
existing gauge package. The Custom Line series includes voltmeter, oil pressure, and water/oil temperature
gauges.
Simple and elegant, Bosch Style Line gauges are equally at home in a boulevard cruiser or a screamin’ street
machine. Bosch has a ton of Style Line gauge types, which makes the series a good choice for a complete gauge
retrofit.
Retro Line gauges are an ideal solution for folks who want modern accuracy but don’t want to spoil their ride’s
vintage vibe. The Retro Line fuel level gauge and tachometers look like they’re ripped right from the dash of a
postwar hot rod, yet pack Bosch’s 21st-century OE-build quality and precision.
In addition to gauges, Summit Racing carries Bosch Performance gauge replacement parts, installation kits,
sending units, and adapters.
SEE ALL BOSCH PERFORMANCE GAUGES AT SUMMIT RACING.
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